SRS: THE POWER OF INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS FOR LOCALS

A radio system for all First Responders in Nebraska

The Nebraska Statewide Radio System (SRS) is a P25 digital platform, providing statewide roaming and a multitude of communications resources for first responders and dispatchers. Whether you are local, state or federal, the system supports your internal and inter-agency communications on demand.

NEBRASKA'S LARGEST P25 SYSTEM.

1. LOCAL AGENCY COST SAVINGS
   - Locals benefit from Nebraska’s substantial investment in infrastructure and services.
   - Hardware and software upgrades on the SRS platform are paid for by the state at no cost to local users.
   - Equipment in the baseline system includes 56 tower locations, 2 Redundant Cores, and RF intersite connectivity that locals can utilize.

2. LOCAL CONTROL & COVERAGE
   - Coverage in all 93 Nebraska counties.
   - The system will be operable within your county and interoperable across the state.
   - Seamless PSAP backup between agencies can be accomplished.
   - Local users retain ownership of the equipment and infrastructure they choose to bring on the platform.

3. CURRENT AND FUTURE BENEFITS
   - The SRS system is LIVE today and fully operational across Nebraska.
   - This system will be consistently upgraded over the next 10 years, protecting taxpayers investment from obsolescence and provide security protection.
   - Motorola Solutions develops and supports you with industry leading Radio, NG911, CAD, Records, Paging, Logging, Furniture, Video, Vehicle, and Policing solutions.

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS AND ITS NEBRASKA PARTNERS HAVE BEEN PROVIDING MISSION CRITICAL SUPPORT FOR OVER 75 YEARS.

Learn more here: motorolasolutions.com/nebraska